Clinical features and autonomic testing predict survival in multiple system atrophy
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Multiple system atrophy is characterized by autonomic failure along with motor symptoms of parkinsonism and/or cerebellar ataxia. There are differing reports on the influence of certain clinical features, including motor subtype (multiple system atrophy–parkinsonism versus multiple system atrophy–cerebellar ataxia), age of onset, gender, and early autonomic symptoms, on the survival in patients with multiple system atrophy. We sought to evaluate overall survival and predictors of survival in a large cohort of patients with multiple system atrophy seen at a single referral centre where objective autonomic testing is routinely performed for this indication. All cases of multiple system atrophy evaluated at Mayo Clinic, Rochester and assessed with an autonomic reflex screen between January 1998 and December 2012 were retrospectively reviewed. A total of 685 patients were identified; 594 met criteria for probable multiple system atrophy, and 91 for possible multiple system atrophy. Multiple system atrophy–parkinsonism was the predominant subtype in 430 patients (63%). Average age of onset was earlier in multiple system atrophy–cerebellar ataxia (58.4 years) compared to multiple system atrophy–parkinsonism (62.3 years; \( P < 0.001 \)). Median disease duration from symptom onset to death was 7.51 years (95% confidence interval 7.18–7.78) while time from diagnosis to death was 3.33 years (95% confidence interval 2.92–3.59). There was no difference in survival between motor subtypes of multiple system atrophy (\( P = 0.232 \)). An initial motor symptom was most common (61%) followed by autonomic onset (28%) and combined motor and autonomic symptoms (11%). The initial onset of either motor or autonomic symptoms did not influence length of survival. However, a number of clinical and autonomic laboratory features predicted unfavourable survival in a univariate analysis. A multivariate model retained the following unfavourable predictors of survival: (i) falls within 3 years of onset (hazard ratio 2.31, \( P < 0.0001 \)); (ii) bladder symptoms (hazard ratio 1.96, \( P < 0.0001 \)); (iii) urinary catheterization within 3 years of symptom onset (hazard ratio 1.67, \( P < 0.003 \)); (iv) orthostatic intolerance within 1 year of symptom onset (hazard ratio 1.28, \( P < 0.014 \)); (v) older age of onset (hazard ratio 1.02, \( P = 0.001 \)); and (vi) degree of autonomic failure as measured by a validated composite autonomic severity score (hazard ratio 1.07, \( P < 0.0023 \)). We conclude that carefully selected clinical features can be used to predict survival in patients with multiple system atrophy. Autonomic testing adds an additional, independent predictor of survival, demonstrating its value not only in the diagnosis of multiple system atrophy but also as a prognostic marker.
Introduction

Multiple system atrophy (MSA) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by autonomic failure with motor involvement of parkinsonism and/or cerebellar ataxia (Fanciulli and Wenning, 2015). MSA is classified based on the predominant motor features into subtypes of either MSA-P (parkinsonism) or MSA-C (cerebellar) (Gilman et al., 2008). Autonomic dysfunction in MSA may include orthostatic hypotension, bowel and bladder disturbances, and sexual dysfunction (Parikh et al., 2002; Fanciulli and Wenning, 2015) with the diagnosis of probable or possible MSA from consensus criteria relying on either orthostatic hypotension or severity of urinary symptoms (Gilman et al., 2008). Objective autonomic testing showing severe adrenergic and sudomotor failure increases the certitude of MSA diagnosis based on autopsy studies (Iodice et al., 2012).

MSA is a fatal disorder with retrospective and prospective studies reporting survival between 6.2 and 10 years (Ben-Shlomo et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2011; Wenning et al., 2013; Low et al., 2015). The reported average age of onset ranges from 53 to 63 years, depending on the study (Watanabe et al., 2002; Gilman et al., 2010; Wenning et al., 2013; Low et al., 2015). There is also great variability in clinical factors that have been reported as predictive of shortened survival. Various reports have indicated that older age of onset (Wenning et al., 1994; Ben-Shlomo et al., 1997; Klockgether et al., 1998; O’Sullivan et al., 2008; Figueroa et al., 2014), gender (male or female) (Wenning et al., 1994; Schrag et al., 2007; O’Sullivan et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2011), subtype of MSA-P (Saito et al., 1994; Schulz et al., 1994; Ben-Shlomo et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2011), and early or initial autonomic symptoms (Watanabe et al., 2002; Tada et al., 2007; O’Sullivan et al., 2008; Figueroa et al., 2014; Low et al., 2015) are associated with worse survival while late development of autonomic failure has been reported as a favourable prognostic factor (Petrovic et al., 2012; Calandra-Buonaura et al., 2013). In early studies, these discrepancies may be due to the absence of uniform diagnostic criteria (Saito et al., 1994; Wenning et al., 1994; Schulz et al., 1994; Testa et al., 1996; Ben-Shlomo et al., 1997) and in more recent reports may be due to low death numbers included for survival analysis (Watanabe et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2011; Wenning et al., 2013; Roncevic et al., 2014). Additionally, few studies have analysed a population of MSA patients with standardized, comprehensive autonomic testing. Standardized autonomic testing is useful in discriminating MSA early in disease (Baschieri et al., 2015); however, the role of autonomic function testing in prognosticating survival is unknown. Therefore, we sought to evaluate overall survival in a large cohort of patients with MSA evaluated at a tertiary referral centre with comprehensive autonomic testing and to determine how MSA phenotype and findings on autonomic testing influence survival.

Materials and methods

Study design

This is a retrospective review of all individuals evaluated at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN with the diagnosis of MSA between January 1998 and December 2012. All participants had to have completed an autonomic reflex screen laboratory assessment. Individuals were excluded if there was a secondary cause of parkinsonism or ataxia, or clinical and laboratory features suggested an alternative diagnosis to MSA. This study was approved by the institutional review board of Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.

Clinical characterization

All patients were categorized as probable or possible MSA based on consensus criteria (Gilman et al., 2008) and classified by clinical phenotype of MSA-P or MSA-C based on predominant symptom complex and examination findings at initial evaluation. Parkinsonism was defined as bradykinesia plus at least one of the following signs: resting tremor, rigidity, postural instability, gait changes. Cerebellar ataxia was defined as gait ataxia, ataxic dysarthria, limb ataxia, or sustained gaze-evoked nystagmus. When both parkinsonism and cerebellar ataxia were prominent at initial evaluation, the subtype was assigned based on the earliest motor symptom.

Documentation of motor and autonomic symptoms was from the recorded clinical history, neurological examination, and standardized patient-completed symptom questionnaire. This questionnaire assessed for motor symptoms, including the tendency to fall easily and autonomic symptoms including orthostatic intolerance, bowel, and bladder symptoms. Orthostatic intolerance was defined as symptoms of light-headedness, altered vision, nausea, weakness, fatigue, and coat-hanger distribution pain only while standing. Urinary urgency, frequency, and incontinence were considered bladder symptoms unless attributable to a non-neurological cause. In males, erectile dysfunction was only considered the presenting symptom if the onset occurred with motor symptoms or within 1 year of urinary symptoms. Use of levodopa and maximum dose trialled was recorded with response rated as none, modest (including an initial good response but not sustained), or good response. Dream enactment behaviour and stridor were recorded based on documentation in the clinical history.

Chief complaint, previous diagnoses (when given), and autonomic function testing prior to evaluation were obtained from the initial neurologic consultation note. A previous diagnosis of olivopontocerebellar atrophy, striatonigral degeneration or Shy-Drager syndrome was considered as MSA. Initial
symptoms were categorized as motor, autonomic, or combined when they occurred simultaneously. Autonomic symptoms were categorized as ‘early’ if they occurred within 1 year of motor symptoms. The onset of falls was analysed as within 1 or 3 years of initial symptom onset.

**Autonomic testing**
All patients underwent standardized autonomic reflex testing (Autonomic Reflex Screen) which includes quantitative sudomotor axon reflex testing (QSART or QSWEAT), heart rate response to deep breathing, heart rate and blood pressure responses to Valsalva manoeuvre and head-up tilt. If a patient had autonomic testing more than once, the initial test was used for our analysis. A previously validated Composite Autonomic Severity Score (CASS) was assigned which is composed of three subdomains: sudomotor (score range 0–3), cardiovagal (0–3), and adrenergic (0–4). The total CASS score can therefore range from 0 to 10 with 10 indicating the most severe degree of autonomic failure (Low, 1993). Orthostatic hypotension was defined as a drop in systolic blood pressure of ≥30 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure drop of ≥15 mmHg. Supine hypertension was defined as a systolic ≥150 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mmHg. Percentage anhidrosis was obtained from thermoregulatory sweat test results and accounted for in the CASS sudomotor subscore when available.

**Imaging**
Only MRI scan results reviewed by a neuroradiologist for clinical purposes were included in the study. Findings were deemed consistent with MSA if any of the following signs were included in the report: cerebellar atrophy, hot cross bun sign, hyperintensity of middle cerebellar peduncles, putaminal hypointensity, hyperintense putaminal rim (Brooks and Seppi, 2009).

**Survival data**
Survival data were obtained from the clinical record. When not available, the Social Security Death Index was queried using patient name and birthdate to obtain date of death. Patients from the USA and Canada without a clinical correspondence within 6 months were contacted by telephone and questioned regarding their clinical course.

**Statistical analysis**
Statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software SAS, version 9.3 (SAS Inc, N.C.), with statistical significance set at \( P < 0.05 \). Summary statistics are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD) for continuous data or frequency and per cent for categorical data. Comparisons between MSA-P and MSA-C for categorical data were performed using \( \chi^2 \) testing or Fisher’s exact test when appropriate. Continuous variables were compared between MSA-P and MSA-C using the Student’s t-test for normally distributed data or Mann-Whitney U-test for skewed data. CASS was analysed as ordinal data. Survival analyses were performed using Kaplan-Meier estimates with survival curves generated from symptom onset to death and from time of diagnosis to death. For patients without a death date, date of last follow-up or last contact was used (censor date). Cox proportionate hazards models were used to calculate univariate and multivariate hazard ratios for survival.

**Results**

**Demographics**
A total of 685 patients with MSA were included; 594 patients met consensus criteria for probable MSA and 91 for possible MSA. The predominant subtype was MSA-P in 430 patients (63%) (Table 1). The mean age of onset was 61 years with a range from 34 to 86 years (Table 1). Of the 685 participants, 541 were deceased. Post-mortem examination was performed on 36 patients, which confirmed the diagnosis of MSA (34 of these met criteria for probable MSA at the time of diagnosis at Mayo Clinic). The median time from onset of symptoms to initial evaluation at Mayo was 3.07 years [interquartile range (IQR) 2.03–5.02 years]. A total of 147 patients (21%) had either an initial diagnosis of MSA or suspected diagnosis of MSA. Only 19 patients (3%) had autonomic function testing prior to the initial Mayo evaluation documented in the clinical record. The median duration of clinical follow-up was 22 days (IQR 4–380 days). Patients heralded from 43 of the 50 United States and three Canadian provinces.

**Clinical phenotype**
Motor onset of symptoms was most common (61%), followed by an initial autonomic symptom (28%), while a minority (11%) had simultaneous onset of motor and autonomic symptoms (Table 2). Of autonomic symptoms, bladder symptoms were frequently noted and occurred within a year of symptom onset in 39% of all patients (Table 2). Of the 106 patients with known onset of either intermittent or indwelling urinary catheterization, the mean time from symptom onset to catheterization was 3.3 years [standard deviation (SD) 2.7]. While orthostatic intolerance was common in all patients with MSA, it was more frequently noted in patients with MSA-P (Table 2). Orthostatic intolerance also developed early with over half of all patients with MSA developing orthostasis within the first year of disease (Table 2).

Motor symptoms of parkinsonism and ataxia tended to overlap in our cohort, although parkinsonism was more likely to occur in MSA-C than ataxia in MSA-P (Table 2). Falls were more common in MSA-C patients; however, 67% of all MSA patients experienced falls at some point in the disease course (Table 2). Levodopa was trialled in 52% of all patients with MSA; of the 319 patients with documented dosages, the average maximum levodopa dose was 683 mg per day (SD 472). While 43% of patients had at least an initial response to levodopa...
(Table 2), only 10% of all MSA patients reported a sustained beneficial response; this did not differ between MSA-P and MSA-C (\( P = 0.285 \)). Sleep symptoms of dream enactment behaviour and stridor were similar between MSA-P and MSA-C (Table 2). Of the 304 patients with reported dream enactment behaviour, it preceded motor and autonomic onset of symptoms in 34%.

### Autonomic testing

The median time from onset of symptoms to autonomic testing was 3.27 years (IQR 2.06 to 5.04 years). On autonomic reflex screen, the mean sudomotor and cardio-vagal CASS subscores show moderate impairment with more severe adrenergic failure. The sudomotor and adrenergic CASS subscores did not vary between groups, but mean cardio-vagal subscores were mildly worse in patients with MSA-P (1.5 versus 1.2 in MSA-C, \( P = 0.002 \)). On tilt table testing, the mean drop in blood pressure was 29/8 mmHg at 1 min and 36/11 mmHg at 5 min. Orthostatic hypotension was present in 59% of all patients and was severe with systolic blood pressure falling to less than 90 mmHg in 22% of patients; supine hypertension was noted in 46%. A total of 607 patients underwent thermoregulatory sweat testing; of which 95% had an abnormal result. MSA-P patients were more likely to have an abnormal thermoregulatory sweat test (97%) compared to MSA-C patients (92%) \( (P = 0.018) \). The mean percentage anhidrosis was 56 (SD 33) with no difference between MSA-P and MSA-C.

### Imaging

Among the 505 patients with an MRI scan reviewed by a neuroradiologist, 34% had findings reported as suggestive of MSA. Patients with MSA-C \( (n = 143, 56\%) \) were more...
likely to have findings reported on MRI than MSA-P ($n = 91, 21\%$; $P < 0.0001$).

**Survival**

In all MSA patients, the median disease duration from symptom onset to death was 7.51 years [95% confidence interval (CI) 7.18–7.78; IQR 5.42–10.20] while median time from diagnosis to death was 3.33 years (95% CI 2.92–3.59; IQR 1.78–5.11). Between MSA-P and MSA-C, there was no difference in overall survival ($P = 0.232$) with symptom onset to death survival curves shown in Fig. 1. From the time of diagnosis, there was also no significant difference in survival between MSA subtypes ($P = 0.132$); diagnosis to death survival curves are shown in Fig. 2. However, there was a trend for shorter median survival time from diagnosis to death in MSA-P (2.92 years, 95% CI 2.74–3.36) compared to MSA-C (3.78 years, 95% CI 3.36–4.09).

**Survival predictors**

Univariate analysis of the influence of clinical factors and findings on autonomic testing on survival from symptom onset to death and time of diagnosis to death are shown in Supplementary Table 1. Neither MSA subtype, classification as probable or possible MSA, or gender were significantly associated with survival. Factors associated with shortened survival included later age at onset, early autonomic symptoms, the presence of bladder symptoms, early urinary catheterization need, early falls, stridor, and severity of autonomic dysfunction. For every one point increase in CASS, the hazard ratio is 1.05 ($P = 0.015$). This is further illustrated by comparing the median survival times in those with a low CASS of 2 which is 7.8 years (IQR 6.2–8.9) versus a high score of 10, which is 4.3 years (IQR 3.6–5.9). Therefore, there is a 3.5 year difference in median survival between patients with mild autonomic dysfunction compared with severe autonomic failure shown on autonomic function testing at the time of diagnosis. Severity of autonomic dysfunction at the time of diagnosis was furthermore a predictor of shortened survival from the time of diagnosis. In comparison, the presence of falls within 3 years led to a shortened median survival of 2.1 years (median survival 6.7 years, IQR 6.0–6.9 versus 8.8 years, IQR 8.2–9.4). The median survival difference for the presence of bladder symptoms was 2.4 years (6.1 years, IQR 5.6–6.7 versus 8.5 years, IQR 7.8–9.0), urinary catheterization within 3 years was 2.4 years (5.3 years, IQR 4.8–6.1 versus 7.7 years, IQR 7.4–8.1) and early orthostatic intolerance was 1.0 years (6.8 years, IQR 6.3–7.5 versus 7.8 years, IQR 7.4–8.3).

Predictors of shortened overall survival based on multivariate analysis are shown in Table 3. Six variables were maintained in the final model as independent predictors of shortened survival. The strongest predictor was falls occurring within 3 years of symptom onset. Four of the other five independent predictors relate to autonomic symptoms or the degree of autonomic impairment. As age of onset differed between MSA subtype with older age of onset in MSA-P, overall survival between subtype was analysed adjusted for age of onset and showed no difference ($P = 0.607$). Surprisingly, stridor was not maintained as an independent predictor in the final model, possibly related to the fact that we found significant associations between stridor and several other predictors in that model (falls within 3 years, bladder symptoms, CASS, and age at onset).

**Discussion**

This study on survival and predictors of survival in MSA is to our knowledge the largest reported cohort of MSA patients. Also unique to this study is that all patients were seen and diagnosed at a single North American referral centre, and that all patients underwent comprehensive standardized autonomic testing. In this group of patients, we found a median survival of 7.51 years with no difference between MSA subtype or gender. However, older age of onset and both motor and autonomic clinical features predicted shorter survival. In particular, motor symptoms of falls within 3 years and autonomic manifestations of bladder symptoms, urinary catheterization within 3 years, and orthostatic intolerance developing within a year from onset were the strongest predictors of shorter survival. The severity of autonomic failure on autonomic reflex screen and thermoregulatory sweat test also portended significantly worse overall survival in MSA and predicted shorter survival from the time of diagnosis.

Our findings reinforce those of the North American Multiple System Atrophy Natural History Study showing no difference of survival between MSA subtypes of MSA-P and MSA-C (Low et al., 2015). This differs from the findings of the European Natural History study, which found worse survival in MSA-P (Gilman et al., 2008; Wenning et al., 2013). Patients included in our study were solely from the USA and Canada and the observed differences may reflect a true population difference. Another possibility is that a younger age of onset observed in MSA-C patients is what influences the longer survival in MSA-C reported in smaller studies (Schulz et al., 1994; Ben-Shlomo et al., 1997; Wenning et al., 2013) as we found that older age of onset predicted shorter survival. However, we found that MSA subtype is not a significant predictor of survival even when accounting for age of onset. We also observed a trend for shorter duration from diagnosis to death in MSA-P compared to MSA-C. This may be due to greater difficulty differentiating MSA-P from other forms of Parkinsonism leading to a diagnosis later in the disease course. While we found no influence on gender for overall survival, females had a longer duration from diagnosis to death. This raises the question of gender differences in MSA;
females may be diagnosed earlier than males or this could be an artefact of a large study population.

While the initial onset with autonomic symptoms was not associated with shortened overall survival, early autonomic symptoms in disease course, particularly bladder symptoms and severe urinary symptoms (requiring urinary catheterization), negatively affected survival. These findings are similar to other studies showing early autonomic

Figure 1 Symptom onset to death. Censored Kaplan-Meier survival curves for probability of death from symptom onset in all patients with MSA (top); in patients with MSA-P (blue) compared with those with MSA-C (green) (bottom).

involvement predicting worse prognosis (Tada et al., 2007; Wenning et al., 2013; Figueroa et al., 2014; Low et al., 2015) but also underscore previous findings that the initial presenting symptom is of less prognostic importance (Roncevic et al., 2014). Additionally, the findings from this cohort confirm the presence of stridor as an important prognostic feature when assessed in isolation (Silber and Levine, 2000). However, the presence of stridor as predictor of survival is not retained in the final multivariate model as it loses its predictive value in the presence of the

Figure 2 Diagnosis to death. Censored Kaplan-Meier survival curves for probability of death from time of diagnosis in all patients with MSA (top); in patients with MSA-P (blue) compared with those with MSA-C (green) (bottom).
other variables in the model. Recognition of stridor during evaluation prompting treatment may have also influenced the prognostic effect of stridor.

Considering the importance of autonomic dysfunction for the clinical phenotype of MSA, having results of objective autonomic testing upon diagnosis available for our entire patient cohort is a strength of this study. The finding of several variables derived from autonomic testing, including the finding that generalized autonomic failure is associated with shorter survival, underscores the importance of standardized autonomic testing not only for the diagnosis of MSA but also as an important prognostic indicator. The severity of autonomic failure as assessed by severity score, presence and degree of orthostatic hypotension, and degree of anhidrosis was highly predictive of overall survival and naturally, even more predictive of survival from the time of diagnosis.

The severity of autonomic dysfunction at the time of diagnosis seen in this study was similar to our previous autopsy-confirmed studies’ cases (Iodice et al., 2012; Figueroa et al., 2014). The large percentages of patients with orthostatic hypotension and supine hypertension support the clinical recommendation that patients should have blood pressure monitoring both supine and upright, particularly when on blood pressure augmenting medications. Thermoregulatory sweat test frequently showed widespread anhidrosis and the severity of anhidrosis was associated with survival. This further supports the diagnostic and prognostic utility of thermoregulatory sweat test in complementing other autonomic tests in MSA.

Weaknesses of this study include its retrospective nature; patients were seen by different providers over a long time period, which may account for a difference in recording of symptoms. For instance, the presence of dream enactment behaviour was lower than expected, which also may be accounted for by decreased awareness of sleep findings in the early part of the study (Palma et al., 2015). However, this drawback is limited due to the homogeneity of the diagnostic approach within a single neurological department, the availability of detailed electronic records for the entire timeframe of this study, and the use of patient-completed questionnaires, which allowed for standardization of some of the recorded symptoms (including falls and urinary symptoms). While all patients had to meet consensus criteria for probable or possible MSA, and we were sensitive to exclude those with competing diagnoses, there is a potential for misdiagnosis. As the vast majority of our patients met criteria for probable MSA, we suspect, however, a low misdiagnosis rate based on agreement between current consensus criteria and autopsy-confirmed cases (Iodice et al., 2012; Figueroa et al., 2014). While only 36 patients underwent post-mortem evaluation, MSA was confirmed in all of these cases.

Besides its single centre nature and the availability of standardized autonomic testing in all cases, additional strengths of this study over previously reported cohorts include the uniquely large size of this cohort and the large number of confirmed deaths. These factors support high confidence in the calculated median survival of 7.5 years for patients with MSA in North America. The identified prognostic predictors may prove useful in guiding an individualized response to patients’ questions about prognosis.
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